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Air quality suspect at Douglas College 
cleaning underway as staphylococcus species ratings in 'action zone' in some areas 
by Tim Crumley 
Jokes about the'lack of air' at Douglas 
College are starting to ring a little too 
true for some members of the college 
community. 
A report on the quality of air at the 
College, done by independent 
researcher Don MacFahgden, reveal that 
there are areas that are above 
recommended levels of staphylococcus 
species, a bacteria commonly ofund in 
buildings. 
Two of the rooms tested, Room 13 00 
(Therapeutic Recreation) and Room 
0607 had staphylococcus levels in the 
action range, with the latter being four 
times the action level. 
The report recommends that Room 
0607 be "thoroughly cleaned" with 
dilute bleach, and says the problem is 
most likely attributable to "insufficient 
outside air ventilation." 
Brad Barber, director of the College's · 
Public Information Office, says the 
problem is isolated. 
"They tested about thirty areas in the 
College. and you'll see from the 
Executive Summary [of the report] that 
there are three specific areas that we 
should try to clean up," he said. 
"Those areas are being cleaned, and 
ductwork is being checked out and 
cleaned." 
However, not all at the college are 
convinced. 
At an information meeting held May 
1 2, some people said the information 
obtained in the test was questionable. 
The tests were done on March 3 1 . 
1994, a day that no classes were 
scheduled. Some felt that testing for 
carbon monoxide would be more 
accurate if the ventilation system was 
further taxed by the demands of a full 
student load. 
Also, there are seven ventilation 
'penthouses.' which intake air and 
recirulate air to distribute it around the 
college. Only four were tested. 
The College uses a ventilation system 
that recirculates some indoor air and 
brings in outside air. The recirculated 
air helps maintain temperature control. 
Demands on the system increase with 
the number of students in the building, 
and also with high or low temperatures 
that tax the temperature control system. 
"There are some people that say after 
the city air has been flltered, there are a 
number oflocations that are better than 
the outside air." 
"The College is committed to ;t safe 
working environment and clean air for 
everyone. Nobody wants bad air." 
Comments made by Terry Leonard, 
physical plant manager, to a city reporter 
created a side issue that threatened to 
overshadow the issue of air quality. 
Leonard was quoted in the New 
Westminster News regarding the 
complaints of people who complained 
of 'building sickness', "you'd be tired 
too if you were up partying the night 
before," and also alluded to "the change 
of life" as a factor in the illnesses. 
"Terry was trying to make the point, 
the legitimate point that it's difficult 
when we look at, when we consider 
people's wellness, what may be causing 
and illness. That point was lost in the 
report [in the New Westminster News]." 
Leonard has since mailed a public 
apology to College employees. 
"In trying to respond that we are 
awaiting the results of the thorough 
check of the system before reaching any 
conclusion and that these symptoms can 
be related to many other causes, not just 
building-related, I used examples that 
~ 
.... 
in the building after necessary cleaning 
procedures have been followed, after the 
ducts have been inspected, and during 
a time where the college is at capacity. 
Copies of this report are available at 
the library, 
Faculty and staff of Douglas College attend meeting on air quality 
were inappropriate and insensitive. I am 
truly sorry for this ," the letter states. 
The College will be retesting the air 
The Other Press will be researching 
this story further and will post updates 
as it knows more. 
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Rewriting the DCSS constitution and bylaws 
committee members responsible for getting the documents to include Maple Ridge 
nice campus, because it is small it has a 
good community feeling. New West is 
a large building that makes people feel 
overwhelmed. In Maple Ridge you get 
to know people. 
everything that goes on in the office 
regardless, because it is their money that 
is paying for the Reps to be there. Ryan 
also feels that the office should be "more 
open" and the Reps should be more 
visible. 
by Holly Keyes 
Gayle Ryan, Irene Sosath and Tanya 
Jordan are on the committee attempting 
to rewrite the out-dated policies of the 
DCSS this summer. Here's the line up: 
Unya Jordan - a UT Rep that works 
out of the Maple Ridge campus; 
Irene Sosath - a Dental Auxiliary Rep 
from New Westminster campus; 
Gayle Ryan - in 2nd term as the 
Maple Ridge Campus Rep; ran for the 
. Maple Ridge Member-at-Large position 
in the last election, she starts her duties 
in this executive position in the fall . 
The objective of the rewrite is to 
ensure that the students at Maple Ridge 
have the same facilities as the New 
Westminster students, within re;tson, 
given the small size of the campus and 
the limited space. For example there 
were no vendin machines for the first 
year. Also a Safe Walk program is being 
looked into for the Maple Ridge campus 
and lots of other programs for the 
students are being considered. 
One thing that will improve the 
facilities at the Maple Ridge campus is 
the number of campus reps. New 
Westminster has many Reps and now the 
Maple Ridge campus has a first time high 
of 3 campus reps. 
Accordin to R an, Ma le Rid e is a 
Ryan says, "There is probably a higher 
percentage of students in Maple Ridge 
that know what's going on in the student 
society and the resources available than 
in New West." She believes that the 
students should have access to 
Life•s rough when you•re a kid, ain•t it? 
This little boy plays in 
he sand at Kits Beach 
uring our recent 
xceptionally good 
pell of weather. 
Here's to hoping we 
II can have that much 
un at least once this 
ummerl 
The Other Press will 
e attempting to help 
ut by printing a 
ummer 
ater in 
onths. 
fun guide 
the sunny 
What's your idea of 
ummer fun? It's 
orny, but It's true, we 
eally want to know ... 
- Jim Irving photo 
"A lot of students I don't feel, know 
what the student society can do for them 
and it is our job to get out there and tell 
them what we do and wp.y we're there. 
A lot of students don't realize they have 
rights." says Ryan. 
Recently a motion was put forward 
to change the policies at the DCSS. The 
former Vice President Internal (VPI) Rick 
Gundrum worked to put together a 
committee to rewrite the policy, 
constitution and bylaws of the DCSS. The 
committee work starts in May and the 
members are hoping to be finished 
Continued on page 3 
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EDITORIAL 
Well, it's summer time! What does that mean? 
It means long day~. p.o _sleep, and lots of beer. It means that 
heat and good times are here, and we won't be .... Well, we'll 
be throwing together one issue a month for the time being ... 
So, if you'll be here takipg those good ol' summer classes 
than you'll see us. Otherwise, our advice is this: Head to the 
beach. Get a tan. Check out the wilderness. Do whatever you 
please. Or else. 
Long, gorgeous days and hot summer nights are meant to be 
enjoyed. So, dammit, have fun! 
Got any suggestions for our humble little publication for the 
summer months? {Hey! watch your tongue!) What excites you? 
What intrigues your inquiring minds? Do you have any secret 
desires?Wishes? Needs? Diseases? Please, un-secret them. 
Other tliari the sexual stuff, we'll do our best to deliver ..... 
And hell, half of us are open for negotiations on those ... 
Take a vacation, go away on long weekends, take the kids to 
the park, get involved in outdoor sports, or just be a bum in 
the sun if nothing else. We for one (nice grammar, huh?) will 
be taking out our shades going undercover, tanning our a-
pressed little yummy tasty morsel bods if we have to, swim-
ming the shores for news, hunting the wildlife for stories, and 
catching fishy close-ups in the sea. 
Whatever we have to do for the story. gosh-dam-it, we'll do 
it! Even if it means sitting in Holly's hot tub for weeks on 
end ... So if you see your picture in the next issue doing some-
thing strange, don't be surprised. We're just doin' our job, and 
havin' a whole heapin' ton o' fun in doin' it. 
May 12, 1994 
The· Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student 
newspaper. We've been here since 1976. We aim to serve the 
students, staff, and faculty of Douglas College with a news-
paper that informs them of things happening at the college, 
across Canada, and around the world that affect them. We 
also aim to give the college and community a chance to write 
and express themselves. We also aim to be an interesting 
read. If we're not doing any or all of these things to your 
liking, please let us know. You can mail a letter to us at Box 
2503, New Westminster, B.C., V3L 5B2, or drop it off at the 
mailroom which is right beside our office, or you can fax us 
at 527-5095, or you can call us at 525-3542, or you can 
come see us at Room 1020 in Douglas College's New West 
campus. We like you .... come visit. 
STAFF THIS ISSUE 
As we gathered in the office we noticed Tim Crumley hadn't shown 
up for our meeting. We sent Dug Hebert to look for him, to no avail. 
He disappeared, and in walked Jason Kurylo with a bazooka threatening 
to kill us all. Daniela Zanatta defdy gave him a karate chop to the head, 
knocking him out cold. Unfortunately, the bazooka went off, and shot 
Jyoti Kapdee. Tony Sousa tried CPR to revive her, but Ronnie Bains 
declared her dead, and hey, if Ronnie says someone's dead, someone's 
dead. 'frent Ernst cried. Manjit Brar tried to comfort him, by offering 
him a cup of rusty eggnog found in the fridge. Holly Keyes screamed as 
someone shut off the light. It flickered as Mike Dutton walked in with 
a grin and a beer. Just as Jason awoke and started to shout, 1llra Meiklejohn 
and Jim Irving burst in, claiming Mike stole their booze. Candace Lee, 
though, claimed it was hers. Just as the commotion looked to become 
the worst thing since Roseanne's U.S. Anthem, in walked Charlotte Holst 
, yelling "The Canucks won! I've got beer for everyone!" Everyone im-
mediately setded down, happy to dote in a bucket of suds. When Tim 
and Dug finally returned, everyone was passed out all over the place, 
hanging on to their beer. That Norm Guy made a motion to end the 
meeting, and Bert C. Ennah seconded it. Alas, another meeting was 
rescheduled. 
Coordinating Staff 
Arts & Entertainment Jason Kurylo • Classified Vacant • 
Creative Jyoti Kapdee • Editorials & Opinion Ronnie Bains • 
Features Holly Keyes • Graphics Daniela Zanatta • 
News Tony Sousa • Office Tim Crumley • 
Photography Mike Dutton • Production Charlotte Holst • 
· Sports Dug Hebert 
If you are interested in becoming involved in the paper, 
or taking on coordinating duties, please call 525-35~2. 
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An unfortunate situation 
It's unfortunate. 
It's unfortunate that the college has 
refused to update a sadly unacceptable 
air circulation system. Any time you sit, 
stand, study. or go potty, you're breath-
ing air that's been breathed by at least 
three other people. Twice. 
NOT 
the horse•s mouth 
(rather, terry leonard's big mouth) 
by Jason Kurylo 
It's unfortunate that the staff of the 
college have had to threaten job action 
to even get the issue qf air quality ad-
dressed. The next contract is supposedly 
going to deal with this specific issue be-
cause of it. 
It's unfortunate that people have had 
to develop air-quality-related conditions 
to get this matter looked at. Headaches, 
rashes, fatigue; all of which disappear 
once the afllicted person parts with the 
environment in question. 
It's unfortunate that Terry Leonard's 
' 
big mouth has overshadowed this im-
portant issue. Mr. Leonard was quoted 
in the April 13 New West News as say-
ing, "You'd be tired too if you were up 
partying the night before." Gosh, 
thanks, Terry. .. good one. · 
It's unfortunate that Terry Leonard's 
big mouth didn't stop after that line. 
Mr. Leonard was also quoted in theApril 
13 New West News as saying, "Maybe 
some of them are just going through 
the change of life." Thanks, Terry ... 
It's unfortunate that an administra-
tor at a (presumably) respectable post-
secondary institution can say archaic 
things like that without serious repri-
mand. Apparently. all that's needed is a 
public apology. Aww, such a horrible 
price to pay ... 
As we all know, however, the world 
is an unfortunate place. Thus, we have 
the following things happening: 
The college stood by their pathetic 
air circulation system as long as they 
could, saying it's 'within acceptable lim-
its.' Where I come from, if you can fart 
in the gym and smell it in the Campus 
Deli half an hour later, either you've 
been eating one hell of a burrito, or the 
air is not within acceptable limits. 
The Douglas College Faculty Associa-
tion (DCFA) have vowed to have this is-
sue specifically dealt with in their next 
collective bargaining agreement, thus 
forcing administration to deal with it. If 
only the college would hurry, take the 
initiative now, they could update the 
system. And they could spin the facts 
like only they can, to give themselves a 
nice pat on the back. It'll look like 
they're soooooo concerned about the 
health and welfare of us peons. 
· Terry Leonard did say those things. 
and to a reporter on the n:conl. Maybe, 
Mr. Leonard, you should have a lie 
down. 
I feel sorry for the students and staff 
here, for the working conditions and the 
humiliation they've suffered for speak-
ing up for their rights. I feel sorry for 
Terry Leonard, for being such a dull-
ard. 
Most of all, I feel sorry for Brad Bar-
ber, up in the Public Information Of-
flee. As the official spokesperson for 
Douglas College, he's had the thankless 
job of Spin-Doctor Extraordinaire in this 
mess. You've gotta know it's been a tir-
ing, bothersome headache. 
Letters , 
Who's been 
playing with the 
thermostat? 
Dear Other Press: 
This college should really do some-
thing about the temperature extremes 
in here. In tP.e winter it's freezing cold, 
and in the summer it's boiling. Can't 
we have a happy medium somewhere 
in between? Whoever designed the 
building obviously did not think of the 
consequences of designing a glass roof 
and the effects of warm and cool tem-
peratures on the building temperature. 
Will any changes ever be made? Am I 
the only unhappy one? 
I can tolerate warm temperatures alot 
better but I can't handle freezing cold 
temperatures. My friends and I have to 
dress warm or wear a jacket all the time 
in the winter and we hate it! We only 
have a few more semesters here but it's 
still pretty unbearing knowing we have 
to dress according to the school tem-
perature. 
R. Grieco 
Fear and parking 
at Douglas College 
Dear Other Press: 
After visiting other colleges, I noticed 
a unique problem here at Douglas Col-
lege. Along with the rising costs ofat-
tending school (tuition, transportation, 
and other living expenses) we as stu-
dents are burdened with having to pay 
for parking. Not only. do other institu-
tions offer easily accessible parking but 
it is also free. 
Morever the' city of New Westminster 
has done little to combat this dilemma, 
in fact it has added to the problem 'by 
implementing ridiculous one hour park-
ing zones. 
Since classes usually last 2 hours or 
more students are forced to rush out on 
their breaks to either change spots or 
add coins to the parking meter. Fur-
thermore, the city has employed 
"Robocop" parking attendants to rein-
force their ignorance of the problem. 
The college, along with the city coun-
cil needs to initiate a constructive re-
sponse to resolve this growing crisis. 
Dharm Prihar 
We found a lost 
open letter! 
March 28th, 1994 
Mr. Terry Leonard 
Director of facilities 
Suite 4800 
Douglas College 
There are three issues that you must 
look into as soon as possible. 
The first is with regards of the nau-
seating uncleanliness of the shower 
rooms. If you would like to bother and 
go in person to examine this place, you 
·. 
shall fmd 2 pieces of men's underwear. 
One is black and another is green. They 
have been hanging at the walls of the 
shower room since last Wednesday. This 
is simply vile. A second problem that 
plagues the washrooms and the shower 
room is an infestation of insects of the 
fly family which feed on sebum. Sebum 
is the oily dead skin that humans shed 
from their bodies. This oily matter sticks 
to the walls and in turn serves as a feed-
ing banquet to a host of flies . These in-
sects also assail anyone who decides to 
take a shower. 
Third, why is the music in the weight 
room so loud? Is this facility for heavy 
metal bums only? How about the rest 
of us (the majority of students) who 
pay for the use of this place. This loud-
ness was addressed to the caretakers of 
weight room and acted as if it though 
this is a place <<FOR PEOPLE WHO 
liKE LOUD MUSIC ONLY>>. 
I strongly suggest you to examine 
each of the issues in this letter. Douglas 
College has always had high standards. 
Let's keep it that way. 
Oscar Lardizabal N 
OP Note - we found Mr. Lardiuibal's letter 
after much searching, and offer our humble apolo-
gies to him for any inconvenience he may have 
ruffered .We want your letters badly, although hu-
man error may make us appear otherwise.We mlue 
your opinions, and hope you continue to write to 
us. About anything. 
We hope printing this letter is some small rec-
ompense to Mr. Lardiuibal. All apologies. 
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Healing all of our spirits 
first nations awareness day exhilarating, informative and a lot of fun 
by Holly Keyes 
A call to make the message of self-
determination heard was made at 
Douglas College's First Nations Srudent 
Society's First Nations Awareness Day. 
A full agenda was offered for this 
event including a Friendship Dance, a 
workshop on self-government and 
traditional music. 
• The first item on the agenda was 
series of videos on various topics such 
as native education, the Potlatch 
ceremony and the Oka blockade. 
Unfortunately, it was not very well 
attended with only a handful of people 
in attendance, mostly First Nations. It 
was too bad to see that these educational 
Rick Paterson performed native-theme songs in the Theatre 
and insightful films were missed by 
people who could have learned a lot 
from them. 
One of the videos was a 
documentary-type piece on the Oka 
stand-off and the Mohawk nation 
behind it. Many things were shown and 
discussed on the video that we didn't 
get to see on the news. Seeing the Native 
side of the story sheds a different light 
on the whole blockade. 
Another interesting video was about 
the Potlatch and how this tradition was 
outlawed in the early part of this century. 
An account of the Potlatch was told 
about how it is an important event that 
involves more than dancing, masks and 
the giving away of gifts. The Potlatch is 
an opporrunity for socializing. tribal 
meetings and teaching of traditions and 
customs. 
One tradition that had alarmed the 
Europeans new to North America in the 
early part of this century and was a cause 
of the outlawing of the Potlatch was the 
host giving gifts to the guests. This is a 
starus symbol for the First Nations 
people but to the Europeans it seemed 
to be a waste of money. 
A workshop on self-government was 
offered by the United Native Nations. 
Dan Hill spoke on contemporary issues 
c and Ken Harris (both from United 
~ Native Nations) spoke to traditional 
o structures. Ken Harris is an Elder in 
~ d ~ Residence and had many myths an 
c; stories to tell about the beginnings of 
.i the clans. 
Dancer performs at the first nations awareness day 
The workshop included a ceremony 
of giving gifts to the speakers and 
presenters. After these presentations, the 
people from the First Nations Srudent 
Society presented the audience with gifts 
for participating in the workshop. 
Do you have freedom of information? 
by Dug Hebert panelists represented a wide spectrum McCool from the B.C. Public Interest If you think that it is doing this with offering a pay-per-view service to pay 
of interests. The five panelists were Tim Advocacy Centre, Shahid Hussain from the public interest as its primary television customers . This has its 
Do ~ou want in on a secret:The ~eek Garrard from Industry Canada, Carolyn the Stentor Research Centre, Sid Schnaid motivator, I've got some promising land limitations as competition to VCR tape 
of April 11 - 17 was Informanon Rights from the Telecommunications Workers' in Florida that I've got for sale. Tell me rentals. You have to rune in at the time 
Week in British Columbia. During this Union, and Ken Fowler from Shaw that I have a pessimistic view of the that scheduling dictates the program is 
week The Freedom of Information and Cable. world, but I think that phone and cable starting. With VCR tape rentals, you can 
Privacy Association {FIPA) and the All in all, the session was not highly companies will collude with the CRTC play the tape at whatever time you want 
British Columbia Library Association informative. All of the speakers spent a and all three will end up with fat wallets and pause it if you decide to take a break. 
presented a series of panel discussons lot of time regurgatating bad metaphors and phone and cable rates will become In order to compete with this 
and public forums that were supposed about "the information highway" that a larger piece of the household convenience cable companies are 
to be addressing the broad broad band has been such a buzzword lately. budgetary pie. planning to increase their capacity. With 
of subject matter that lays between the Basically it comes down to this. Cable "In its simplest form, the electronic an large increase in the number of 
public's imaginary right to be informed companies want to give us more services highway is a high speed, two way, broad channels, the same movie can be 
about government and corporate and charge us more money. If things go band communication network" stated broadcast at several different times. This 
practices and the individual's illusion of the way they seem to be going, phone Ken Fowler of Shaw Cable. He also talked same increase in number of channels 
privacy. and cable companies are going to start about his company's "recent long range will also allow homes to have a kind of 
The Other Press attended the "Public wandering into each other's turf. plan called Cablevision 200 I. [We plan] phone channel. Guess where the money 
Access on the Electonic Highway" Because both camps have the same goal, to continue to increase the band width for this mindless repetition is coming 
session held at the Harbour Centre to make money, the information up to 100 channels and then by means from? Basic phone and cable rates will 
campus of Simon Fraser University on highway of the future seems to offer of a process we call Video Digital likely be increased. In addition to the 
Wednesday, April 13. Marg Meikle of both toll booths and highwaymen. Both Compression we will jump from 100 c;lirect form of revenue generation, 
CBC radio moderated the sesssion. The will be filching weary travellers under channels to 500 channels ... " technocrats are likely ·to get large 
Rewriting a constitution for the DCSS 
Continued from page 1 
wi~ a month. Realistically though, 
with the large work load the rewrites 
will be difficult to complete by the end 
nf TnnA 
of the policies and bylaws are "quite out 
of date" and really need to be addressed 
for the whole of the college, the society 
and the srudents within it. 
Both the Maple Ridge and the New 
West campus srudent society offices 
work for the same things but they don't 
have the feeling of being connected. 
The two offices need to Jearn how to 
work as one even though they are in 
separate buildings in separate places. 
More communication and working 
together within the society is needed 
between the two campuses. 
Gayle Ryan fmds it frustrating that 
they (the Maple Ridge DCSS stafl) are 
so far away from the action at New "West. 
Many things that go on in the New 
West office the Maple Ridge office 
doesn't hear about until after the fact. 
She likes to know about things as they 
happen so something can be done about 
them. Ryan adds that being at Maple 
Ridge may not be ~ exciting as being 
at the New West campus. 
The last 2 VPI's have tried to do the 
rewrite but haven't been successful or 
haven't had the time in their terms to 
start it. David Freylnger, a former VPI, 
did start to rewrite the policies, bylaws 
and the constirution but unforrunately 
circumstances didn't allow him to 
continue and he ended up standing 
rlnurn frnTn hie nnc:itinn 
the last 2 years but hasn't been 
completed. 
Rick Gundrum has done an excellent 
job in setting up the committee and has 
"really been on the ball," clearing up 
matters so the rewrite can go ahead, 
according to Ryan. 
Gundrum is still on the committee 
as UTRep. 
Ryan is hoping to have policy manual 
on the agenda for the first Rep 
committee meeting in September. The 
Rep committee will then approve or 
make changes to the new policies. 
The rewrite committee will keep in 
contact with the various groups that the 
policy affects and will use these contacts, 
such as the treasurer to make sure the 
policies are appropriate and valid for the 
srudents. 
Ryan stated that there will be posters 
around the college requesting 
comments and concerns from the 
srudents. 
Gayle Ryan believes in the srudents 
and the DCSS. 
"If we work together then we can 
really do a lot for, well, everything 
involved for the college and the future." 
the protection of the local lord, the You may have heard of pay per view. government grants under the tax 
CRTC {Canadian Radio and Television It enables subscibers to order and pay loophole auspices of research and 
Commision). The CRTC is the for broadcasts that ;qe deemed hot development. 
government body that has been put into propoerties by their marketers. Fairly But hey, maybe I've just been reading 
place to regulate broadcasting and recently your friendly neighborhood too much William Gibson. 
telecommunications within the country. cable company (Rogers) has started 
The path the information highway will take was discussed at this freedom of information forum 
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Includes upgraded wht>ds (not shown) 
1994 Jeep YJ 'S' 1994 Eagle Talon ES 1994 Eagle Summit ES 
• Removable Hard Top • 135 hp 2.0 L 16-Valve • Driver's Side Airbag 
• 2.5 L 123 hp Engine DOHC Engine • 1.5 L Ftiel Injected Engine 
• Command-Trac 4WD • Power 4-Wheel Disc Brakes • Power Front Disc Brakes 
• Carpeting Front & Rear • All-Seasqn Eagle GT Tires • Power Steering 
with 16-inch Polycast 
• Power Steering & Brakes Sport Wheels • Rear Spoiler 
• AMIFM Stereo Cassette ' • All-Season Tires 
• Premium 6-Speaker 
-
• 5 Speed Manual Transmission AM/FM Stereo. Cassette • Split Folding Rear Seat 
• Folding Rear Bench • Power /Tilt Steering • Intermittent Wipers 
• All Terrain Tires • Cruise Control 
$15,745* $16,9 
Includes Freigbt & Include.s Freight & Includes Freight & 
$500 Factory Rebate $500 Factory Rebate . $1,250 Factory Rebate 
SEE YOUR LOCAL B.C. 
JEEP & EAGLE DEALER 
HURRY! TIIESE ARE LIMI1ED TIME OFFERS! A Division of 
Chrysler Canada 
·Price of YJ 'S' (23R package), Talon ES (238 package) and Summit ES (21C package) based on MSRP with factory rebate and dealer discount already deducted. Factory rebate includes G.S.T. Prices exclude taxes, license and 
registration . These offers cancel, replace and may not be combined with other offers. Dealer trade or factory order may be required. Factory rebate in effect until terminated by Chrysler Canada ltd. Dealer discount in effect until 
terminated by participating dealers. Dealer may sell for less. See dealer for details. tSee dealer for details. 
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Corky and the-Juice Pigs 
self-titled 
indie release 
Wow! A:re these guys ever a fucking 
scream ... 
Nipping at the heels of in die demo-
tape su~cesses Barmokcd Lodi~ and Moxy 
Fnivous, Corky and the Juice Pigs have 
released a brilliantly hilarious self-titled 
album. 
These guys spoof everything, from 
gameshow hosts to crotch-rock, from 
charity public service announcements 
to Suzanne Vega. 
If you're ever in doubt of the neces-
sity of owning this disc, consider this: 
do you want to be responsible for your 
neighbour's kid growing up to be noth-
ing more than a taco melt? 
An excellent comic romp, Corky isn't 
just cheese. It's Ern~t Baijjnine. And after 
hearing 'Skateboard,' you 'II never look 
at your grandma the same again. 
-Jason Kurylo 
Facepuller . 
Auditory Surgical Technicians 
Bangon/Cargo 
Some people say it's not that hard to 
play punk rock - .simple chords, no 
solos, vocals consisting of screaming. 
The detractors are mostly right. In 
order to define yourself as a 'punk band,' 
all you really need is a couple of ~stru­
ments, a few distortion pedals and a lot 
of energy. 
What separates a good punk band 
from a bad one is an ability to emote. 
Because punk is usually a venting out-
let for people who are far too angry for 
their own good, an ability to feel and 
convey that anger is essential. 
Some bands sound like followers, 
while others can take the hackneyed 
formula of simple chords and scream-
ing and write a song that sounds like 
their own,like no one has ever done it 
in quite that way. 
Facepuller accomplishes this task to 
a good degree on its sophomore release. 
The mix is good, too: the guitars sound 
crisp, and the bass is mixed high enough 
to give it a really heavy feel. In fact, the 
mix reminds me of Helmet, but 
Facepuller is faster (although not as fast 
as hardcore or speed metal). 
Facepuller will be appearing at Mu-
sicWest this week, at the Slam City Jam 
and a bunch of other places I would 
guess. Check them· out, and catch a 
glimpse of yet another goodVancouver 
band. 
-Tim Crumley 
Bonnie Raitt 
Longing in Their Hearts 
EMil Capitol 
Bonnie lb.itt has recently become a 
master of radio-friendly, easy listening 
blues. Cross-charting country, blues, 
rock, and college formats ain't easy, but 
Ms. Raitt's selling 'em all. 
Longing In Their Hearts is the 
epitome of Raitt's formula. Stringing 12 
perfect singles, back to back, Hc:arts could 
be a greatest hits package. 
Normally, I don't much like singles 
that pander to the masses. Ms. Raitt, 
however, fmesses her way through these 
tracks with a savvy only she has, and a 
sensuality that belies her age. She sounds 
like she's twenty, and dammit, she'll al-
ways be twenty. 
She, like the man of her observations 
in the title track, could "talk a chicken 
right off the bone." 
Yeah. She sho could. 
-Jason Kurylo 
Pink Floyd 
The Division Bell 
Columbia 
The name of Pink Floyd's new al-
bum, The Division Bell, is apt for sev-
eral reasons. Can you hear it ringing? 
One ringy-dingy. David Gilmour 
has fmally wrested the direction of the 
best album band in the world away from 
the lingering presence of ex-
Floydmaster, Roger Waters. 
Although 1987's Momentary Lapse of 
Rc:ason was sons Waters, it seemed to pain 
itself to imitate the sound of earlier 
Floyd efforts. The only thing scream-
ing, "Floyd!," inBdl is Gilmour's excru-
ciatingly phenomenal guitar, blazing 
and blistering through every track. 
1\vo ringy-dingies. Unfortunately, a 
certain brilliant anger followed Waters 
in exiting the band, and with them left 
an ability to display deft social commen-
tary and acute personal agony with every 
note. 
Now, the lyrics are highly typical of 
any other band on the chart. (Perhaps 
co- writer Polly Samson is the 
mainstreaming influence here.) Easy 
rhymes, cliches and hooks, and attempts 
to capture intelligence; they're all here 
in mass quantities. Here's a word of 
advice, Dave: you can't try to be heady; 
you just on:. 
Lyrical shortcomings aside, Mr. 
Gilmour and friends are still a collec-
tive musical genius. They've made their 
tunes a little more accessible, musically, 
but it's still better than just about any-
thing else released in this (or any) year 
by anyone else. 
Unfortunately, Pink Floyd has the 
distinction of being measured on a dif-
ferent scale than most bands. How many 
groups have a Dark Side of the Moon to live 
up to? 
Three ringy-dingies. Perhaps a kind 
of division bell has rung for me as well. 
This marks the fust time I wouldn't sell 
my soul to Pat Quirm for tickets to an 
upcoming Floyd show. 
True fans of the band will agree. On 
the Floyd scale, The Div~on Bdl rates a 4 
out of 10. On scales used for mortal 
bands, Bdl is on the brink of eightness, 
with a score of 7 V1. 
-Jason Kurylo 
Superconductor 
Hit Songs For Girls 
Scratch 
I don't know, but I'm having a bad 
day. This may be influencing my opin-
ion of this Vancouver based punk-rawk 
band. I've got a massive headache, and 
when I get a massive headache, I'm in 
no mood for loud, feedback-drenched, 
screaming, metal-influenced loud mu-
sic. 
OK ... I've got my ACME Corporate 
Music Review Helmet on .... ahhh. That's 
much better. OK, I likt Superconduc-
tor. They're loud, they make lots of feed-
back, they scream really nice, and they 
are influenced not just by yummy punk 
rawk, but metal of the late seventies and 
mid-eighties. 
Yum yum. I want to listen to this 
forever. It's beeeeuuutiful. A lot better 
than Nana Mouskouri, who, by the 
way. .. is also very good. She is a won-
derful singer ..... 
-Tim Crumley 
Ideally, there would be a nifty 
computer recreation of the cover 
of Free Snot of Jesus. Instead, 
we've got this really neato public 
service message for y'all: 
Worship the trilobites! 
Worship the trilobites! 
Worship the trilobites! 
Yay! 
International Secu-
lar Atavism 
Free Snot of Jesus 
Do you believe that EVOLUTION IS 
TRUE? Do you believe that CHRIST 
HAD A TAIL and was THE MISSING 
LINK? Do you believe that 1HERE IS 
NO PURPOSE TO THE UNIVERSE?? If 
so, good news: you are not alone! 
Perhaps you've seen International 
Secular Atavism's ads in 'lUminal City, or 
have noticed their T-shirts displayed in 
such fine establishments as Track 
Records. Well, Free Snot ofJesus - the 
Compact Disc- is just the latest in I.S.A.'s 
crusade to enlighten the disbelievers 
among the masses. Hallelujah! 
If you haven't figured it out by now, 
Fn:e Snot of ]tsus is NOT A MUSICALBUM. 
Rather, it is the blueprint for a way of 
life, brought to you by Scribes Z-lhney 
Oswald -27-Z and J.B. 
·. it c'ortsists of such offerings as: 
documented stories of priest and pas-
tors who sexually molest/assault chil-
dren, usually referred to as Traditional 
Christian Family Values; phone calls to 
Christian book stores asking for recipes 
for Jesus Knee Soup; the Covenant of 
Fossilization; and many other little 
treats. It concludes with a phone call to 
right-wing corporate fundamentalist 
"preacher" Bob Larson. Defmitely not 
for the squeamish or easily-offended. 
But this recording is more than just 
a few prank phc ne calls and readings of 
newspaper clippings. The two Scribes 
also discuss such ideas as how Christi-
anity- all forms, even the soft-core va-
riety - can be a dangerous addiction, 
like crack cocaine; and the use of mas-
turbation as a form of therapy to help 
combat such an addiction. 
They even have a symbol for their 
'religion.' called the Throntum. The 
Throntum con~ists of a trilobite with a 
flame em~ating from its head, and two 
crossed bones, which they portend to 
be the actual femurs of Christ. 
Now, I do have a few small prob-
lems with this recording (truth be 
known, I wasn't offended by this re-
cording, but hey. that's just me). My 
main problem with Fn:e Soot of Jesus is that 
it tends to be a bit tedious and over-
done. Also, the idea of "religion" as 
parody is not a new concept, as anyone 
familiar with ].R. "Bob" Dobbs and the 
Church of the Sub-Genius can attest. 
With that in mind, however, I did laugh 
a hell of a lot (as in "I can't believe they 
actually DID that!!"). And so can you. 
So rejoice, all you would-be Secular 
Atavists! God d~ play dice with your 
life! Jesus is an imaginary playmate! And 
yes! nature has no purpose! Now get out 
there and spread the Good News! 
- Sean P. Veley 
The Cranberries 
everybody else is doing 
it, so why can't we? 
Island/Polygram 
The fust thing you notice about the 
Cranberries is the phenomenal lead 
vocal. The second thing you notice about 
the Cranberries is the phenomenal lead 
vocal. The third thing rou notice ... 
You get the idea. 
Delores O'Riordan provides the 
Cranberries with lush vocals like none 
I've ever heard before. Some have tried 
to compare her to Sinea.d O'Connor, but 
in my opinion, Baldy just ain't in Ms. 
O'Riordan's league. 
From a subtle whis~ in "Not Sorrv" 
to the romping "Linger," O'Riordan 
shows off some of the best pipes in the 
business. In doing so, she turns a pretty-
good debut album into a full-fledged 
classic. I'm expecting to be listening to 
the Cranberries well into my nineties. 
I haven't felt that way since I first 
heard of a small band named U2. 
Behind her plays a very good rhythm 
section. Angry drums, occasionally 
nasty guiW'S, and steady, simple bass 
meld seamlessly, forming a perfect foun-
dation upon which O'Riordan builds 
her temples. 
aaybody else is one of the few albums 
on which I gladly use the 'Repeat' func-
tion on my CD player. 
Take a breath of what Sinead 
O'Connor might sound like on a really 
good day, if she lightened up and tried 
to be a bit more like Sarah Mcla.ughlan. 
Buy the Cranberries. Everyone else 
is doing it... 
-Jason Kurylo 
Demian 
demo tape 
With a name like "Demian," you 
expect the lyrics to be dark but there is 
no chill although the music and lyrics 
indicate there should be. They need to 
work on an unsettling effect if this is 
what they are after or perhaps dark isn't 
their style. Their music seems to be bal-
ancing between alternative and coher-
ent rock with a slight metal edge. 
Most of their songs were running 
in the same vein as free floating 
pseudopsycha.delic noise play. Somehow 
this band managed to use ghosts, winds, 
violence, and death in every single song. 
A more varied topic approach could be 
a useful start. 
Their music seemed to need disd-
pline, and the songs don't seem to come 
together. The lyrics have nothing in 
common with each other, skipping 
from one subject to another without 
meaning. 
They were unhinged and the inspi-
ration doesn't seem genuine on any of 
the songs except for "OWorld."The mu-
sic desperately needed a killer riff and 
strong vocal lines to make a melodic and 
memorable song. There was also the 
absence of coherency. The lead singers' 
voice was whiny and terribly annoying. 
His voice was unschooled and hardly 
tolerable in a few songs, if not all. 
It's fair to say that Dernian will not 
appeal to everyone. You'll either like 
them or you won't. It's also fair to say, 
Dernian will probably be back in the 
studio recording another album because 
I'm sure they'll realize their effort has 
to be more noticeable and the effort on 
this album just won't do. 
- Charlotte Holst 
Bruce Cockburn 
Dart To The Heart 
True North/Sony 
After a million years as a brilliant 
lyricist, Bruce Cockburn is finally show-
ing his age. 
He's gained a few pounds, he's mel-
lowed his radical'Sa.ve Everything' side, 
and he's still putting out great records. 
Mr. Cockburn used to step ~ck and 
paint lush portraits of the huge, stalk-
ing monsters of war and pestilence, i Ia 
If I Had A Rocket Launcher and Nicamguo. 
Now, he tends to look at the intimate, 
personal reactions to life. 
His recent maturity has brought him 
a greater ability to get quiet while main-
taining the intensity so prevalent in his 
music. Fo:.: many years, Cockburn 
seemed to have worked hard at the slow, 
burning balla<l Mind you, he almost 
always pulled it off, bu~ never so eff<?rt-
lessly as on Dart to the Heart. 
Having mastered many techniques 
he was always at least profident at, Mr. 
Cockburn finally seems to be having ... 
gasp .. . fun! 
Dart hits ~e target. Right on. 
-Jason Kurylo 
6 
!Jl{;chaePs cSalon ... 
644-6th Street 
New Westminster 
... requests thepleasure of your company. 
You will receive a 15% discount on 
all services (chemical work not included) 
and retail products. 
All you need to do is produce a valid student card as I.D. 
If your hair isn't becoming to you, 
you should be coming to us. 
a man • he was a 
• he was an asswipe 
a freak • he was a 
er he was a junkie • he 
s,a punk • he was a tortured 
he was gorgeous • he 
the inventor of grunge 
these labels ring true? 
them? Have you had 
e flippin' thing? Tell 
really feel about this 
now that his death 
'officially' declared a 
. Keep it under three 
rcf"U\AI'r'\rds . Get it back to 
prizes may be worth 
your while . 
the best 
tickets for 2 to spirit of the west 
june 10 at the commodore & 
a really neato other press t-shirt 
Your comment on 
almost best 
{2 to be awarded) 
a neato other press t-shirt 
suicide of Kurt Cobain 
use another sheet of paper if you have to • include your name. address. phone number 
and student number with entry form • you must be over 19 to enter (sorry, liquor laws) • 
send entries to: more spirit than cobain. c/o other press. box 2503. new westminster, be 
v31 5b2 • or fax us at 527-5095 same address as mail • one entry per person, please 
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Dear Angeline 
Dear Angeline: 
I am in a dilemma. I am attracted to 
someone in the Gffice I work with. Al-
though there's nothing stopping me 
from acting on my interest, I am un-
willing to try anything, because my gut 
reaction says it won't work and could 
be a barrier to productivity. I haven't 
acted on anything, but I can't stop think-
ing about this person. What do I do? 
Distressed in the land of letterhead 
Dear DinOL: 
If you can't stop thinking about this 
person it is going to affect your pro-
ductivity whichever way you play it. If 
you don't approach him/her you are 
going to drive yourself crazy If you do 
and you discover she isn't interested it 
may bring you down, but at least you'll 
know and won't be left wondering. So 
my advice to you is go for it. You have 
nothing to lose. Don't predict what it 
may or may not be until you've given it 
a shot. Best of luck! 
Dear Angeline: 
Where I work there 's tons of noise 
from construction. I'm having trouble 
concentrating and even when I go home 
I'm experiencing shades of tinnitus. Do 
I have grounds to sue these bastards? 
Help me I'm at the end of my wits! I 
would phone a crisis line but I can't hear 
what they're saying on the other line. 
Jadhammered 
You won•t 
sell me any dope? 
traffickers go on strike 
by David Easton 
(The European) - Between Britisll 
Columbia's volatile labour union envi-
ronment and the West Coast's reputa-
tion for its 'tolerance towards 'easy liv-
ing,' this story might be of interest. 
In Copenhagen, Denmark, it seems 
that purveyors of cannabis are as mad as 
hell at thegovernment, and they're not 
going to take it anymore. 
Protesting the recent crackdown on 
dealing of illegal drugs by police, the 
dealers have decided to go on strike, 
hoping the public outcry will put pres-
sure on the Danish Parliament to legal-
ize the trade of so-called 'soft drugs.' 
The drugs have long been traded 
openly in the area of the Danish capital 
called Christiania, an enclave that was 
taken over by 'hippies' in the 1960's, 
and is now home to a commune of 
abour one thousand residents. Packages 
are .displayed plainly on tables in _the 
street. 
Until recently. a tolerance for these 
displays has kept Copenhagen a major 
drug dealing centre for all Scandinavia. 
However, support for the strike is not 
unanimous. 
"We couldn't get anyone to agree," 
. said Peter Sorensen, spokesperson for the 
drug dealers. "Some dealers have huge 
debts and can't afford to go on strike." 
The government. on the other hand, 
is taking this action positively With a 
word toward closing up trade perma-
nently. the Danish Justice minister was 
quoted as saying, "The longer they 
strike, the 
Dear Jackhammered: 
Unfortunately you can't sue people 
for doing construction, their just do-
ing their job. But if you're really that 
unhappy about it you should talk to 
other people in the area and see how 
it's affecting them. If their unhappy too, 
start a petition. If their not affected by 
it, don't let that stop you . Voice your 
anger and frustration by talking to your 
boss about being transferred to another 
area where it's not as noisy Meantime 
protect your hearing by wearing ear 
plugs. 
Dear Angeline: 
My problem is that I really like on of 
my instructors. I have had this particu-
lar instructor for two semesters and got 
to know him quite well. I don't really 
know how he feels but I know there is 
something there. That old sexual ten-
sion thing. So first of all I have to know 
if there is some sort of policy at the col-
lege about this sort of thing. Then next 
how should I go about this. I really want 
to have a thing with this man ... whatever 
that be. And if · 
does happen don't worry I'll be safe. 
y 
DearY: 
According to the Student Society 
there is an unwritten 1JO!icy regarding 
college faculty dating students, so I 
strongly advise you not to pursue this. 
If you want more information the best 
person to contact is Barbara Bessy, the 
secretary to the Dean of the college. She 
would be able to advice you on what 
policies are currently in place regard-
ing instructor/student relationships. 
Anyone interested in writing to Dear 
Angeline, please send letters to: 
Dear Angeline 
c/o the Other Press 
Box 2503 
New Westminster, B.C. 
V3L 5B2 
Or drop them off to The Other Press, 
Rm 1 0 2 0 in the mail slot during office _ 
hours, or under the door after hours. 
oroscnno 
by cJJert C. ennah f '-../. 
Taurus (Apr 20- May 20) 
Given the chance,, you'll 
probaply just lie around in the 
sun today. Lazy bastard. (Not 
that I'm jealous, or anything.) 
Gemini (May 21 ~June 22) 
After muttering a politically 
incorrect phrase under your 
breath, you'll be kidnapped 
senseles~ J~y",,a 
band of physically 
'-'.u.c~.u.:;:~~x.:;;u.. gay and lesbian; 
gypsy rogues. 
(July 23 - Aug 21,) 
pati,ent. 1'\1 wdte,.some-
for yoll next time, 
(Allg 23 - Sept2Z) 
to unusually bizarre 
IW«~tJ1er "'"'~""' ... ~ ... your paper-
"'"''-·Luc:~u"!,!JY thtoW 
(sept 23 -~ Oct 2~) 
the watChful eye of the 
-...v•l'-.I.L of the Canadian Na-
Luge Team, you ·will 
wvJ•~ ..... ,.,~...,.,~~"" the e:lti$tehce of 
extJra""tlertc€~tri.ateyelashes, and 
the signlfkartce of same. 
a 
SclfJittarius (Nov 22 - Dec .21) 
Give your: boss a great big 
hug. It's all they've wanted fo.c 
months. Really. .. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 -Jan 19) 
Pull a Cobain, buddy .. .. You 
might as well. Just get it 
with. Dont askwhf.You don't 
wannaknow: 
.AquanU.:'' (Jdn 2 o -Fe{ 18) 
A pen will explode m 
pocket, leaving an extremely 
strange,.looking Stain 
•tightthigh.Yottmay 
not wortl1 worrymg about, 
b}lt .the s~rs say you'll haye 
to amputatt:( sorpe tim~' 
1997. Sorr}" ,. 
% \.> 
Pisus (Fel)l~:-Mcw2q) 
Remember that Woman 
gave:the nnger .. to while 
ing m t9 $Chdbl fO'day? 
Well~ that. was yopr ,;:tu1tUr4e l 
rhotb.er~tn-law: And She. does 
rewexnber yo""-, ,pal., . 
;;;:~ 
.Aries (Mch:,,2 i ... Apr 19) 
Fbrge~it: No ~u··, etvvij.atyc,q 
try to do toaay; it just 
gonna,nallpell;; 
1{ fOfloY is 1JHif birthclay. •. 
a strongyetseriSitive exaLQ1J>1el 
of:Neo-:Nazii§m at it$ 
G.iven the chap ce, 
probably j;tH>J rVJ!c.. a,round, 
y~mg ":zliJ h~tug h~tu·;, ''W;i.th--
out kno;WIDg··what 
Ofcoutse,you do.r~alliZ4e: tllta-tl 
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No Escape a real kill-o-rama 
by Jason Kurylo 
I wa:s looking forward to the 
new Ray Liotta vehicle, No 
Escape. After all, it's produced by 
the same woman that was behind 
both Terminator spectacles, not to 
mention a pedestrian little film 
called Aliens. 
Mr. liotta was nothing short 
of sublime in such films such as 
Goodfellas, Something Wild, and even 
managed to make a predictable, 
stereotypical "thriller," thrilling, 
in Unlawful Entry. 
.,... ·-
Mix those two ingredients 
with big stunts and effects; stir 
in action-movie staple Lance 
Henriksen (Aliens, Alien 3, Hard 
Target), and a futuristic-break-
out-from-a-sadistic-prison-
warden-driven-hell-hole plot, 
and y-ou've got ·action fans 
drooling at the mouth. 
Unfortunately, No Escape turns 
at once elated and mortified. 
While I was happy this 
wonderful gem of a script was 
going to get the attention it 
deserved, I also was terrified at 
what the movie industry was 
going to do to it. 
The results are off-white: 
while the film version stands 
alone well, and deserves 
attention, I found myself 
wanting to scream 'you changed 
it !' 
The story centers around David 
(Thomas Gibson), a 
thirtysomething gay actor I 
waiter who has given up on .. .. 
welL. a lot of things after a failed 
excursion to Montreal, and his 
roomate Candy (Ruth Marshall), 
one ofDavid's ex-lovers. 
They are lost, she trying to find 
solace in a lesbian fling and a 
bartender, he in the bars and his 
busboy. There are friends, and 
weird friends, and sub-plots 
galore. 
And there's also a serial killer. 
Despite the dark tone in theme, 
the film is surprisingly funny. 
About half the fllm involves this 
sexual farce thing, where David 
watchs Candy squirm through 
out to be just that: no escape. 
Movies like this are supposed to 
take their viewers to another 
yvorld. This film, instead of 
having me on the edge of my seat 
for the imminent peril of the 
Even the storyline was a 
letdown. I thought the film 
might provide some interesting 
and original takes on the prison 
of the future. All No Escape turned 
out to be, however, was an adult 
.. For those looking for a 
mindless (and I mean 
mindless) kill-fest ..... 
characters, had me resting in the 
back of my chair, thinking "that 
special effect was kinda neat ... . " 
Many scenes in the film seem 
to be mindlessly thrown in, not 
because they productively further 
the story or adventure, but 
because somebody at the studio 
thought it would be really cool 
if a lead character had this 
happen to him. 
some was clearly for upping the 
audience palatability factor. like 
moving the play's setting from 
Edmonton to Toronto, for 
example. like changing the title. 
Like watering -down the 
homosexuality (although it was 
far better than some films ... say, 
Philadelphia). I don't know, but 
Thomas Gibson just wasn't a 
good fag. I didn't feel it. 
Overall though, I found Love 
& Human Remains is an 
amazing film, worthy of 
attention. 
Did I forget to mention that 
Mia Kirshner did an amazing job 
of making a small role 
(Benita) do big things?The script 
is amazing. I could go on and on 
for hours, but you're probably 
bored already, and I'm keeping 
you from seeing ts movie. 
.. 
version of Lord of the Flies . 
One particular scene in this 
film is so badly dubbed, by the 
way, it makes Bruce Lee films 
look positively Oscar-worthy. 
For those looking for a 
mindless (and I mean mindless) 
kill-fest, or FIX nuts, No Escape is 
the way to go. But I suggest 
waiting until it hits the $2 
theatres. 
Ray Liotta (left) and Kevin. Dillon walk through average, 
but ambitious, bloodtest No Escape. It plays everywhere. 
But you may need it. 
You see, it's the number of the CMA. And in today's competitive 
job market, an important number For students considering a 
career in Management Accounting. The CMA takes your 
academic qualifications and hones them with managerial and 
communication skills. Skills you 'II need for the fastest 
growing area of accounting. Forecasts for the 90's show 
opportunities are growing in Management Accounting 
while declining in public accounting and auditing. So put 
your hard earned skills to work. Call this number or send 
this coupon to the CMA. 
But hurry! 
The registration deadline for the 
June entrance exam is Aprill5. 
CMA 
The "M" Stands For 
Management 
r--------------------------, 
1 Please send me a copy of the Professional Program Guide 1 
I I I Name: 1 
: Address: : 
I City: Certified Management Accountants I 
I of British Columbia I 
I Province: P.O. Box 11548 I 
Jf eostal Code: 1575-650 West Georgia Street . : 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4W7 
I DC I 
L-~------------------------~ 
-. 
the res· 
'dents 
slam city jam 
Take a hundred of the world's best skateboarders ,. add a few hours 
ofloud, live music and what have you got? SLAM CITY JAM .. .for the 
frrst time in Canada - an internationally sanctioned skateboard 
competition with a Music West twist - two outdoor stages of live 
music featuring I 7 bands including Face puller, Cadillac Tramps. 
NoFX, Superconductor, Merlin and NoMeansNo - all taking place at a 
transformed Plaza of Nations on May 14 and 15. It will be the frrst 
time a National Skateboard Association World Cup Qualifying event 
has come to Canada. Competing boarders and gear companies from 
throughout North America and beyond will be featured. Swatch 
Music Festival wristbands allow entry and one day passes are available 
at TicketMaster. 
Cale.ndar of events the mu.sical feast 
Anb>r (99 ~. Gutown, 669-SOSO): >May 13 : 
Uz)' SUQD, Peopl~ Pbying Music, Th~ }.Ubrukers, 
~·s No Mom. >May 14: Twol'roins, Jcb. Red, 
l(d)yllrock, Th~Viol~ts. >May IS: Ashley Mclsuc, 
Uri Rod> and th~ Hot Too. 
ADD Oub (3 W. 8th, 876-7128) : >May 12: 
Omoid~ Hato~. Nimrod, Zumpano, M~xlcan 
~Authority. >May13: S.QL., Salndor ~am. 
Damn ~ Din,~~. Evil Roy Slad~. >May 14: 
On~ Free F.ill, Th~ Pasti~s. Lazy Susan, Uquid 
Bonedance, Dancing on Glass. 
Aulamotltle (109S Homu, 682-0040): >May 13: 
Swank, H, Th~ Ultras, Russ Tolman. >May 14: 
Clouds, Pansy Division,~ Gandharvas. 
~ BW:uq Stoae (216 Cunll, Gutown, 687-
4322): >War 12: Celtic City Sons,Th~ Stoaters,Th~ 
P>perboys. >War 13: Th~ Stoaters, Jimmy ~rg~. 
Celtic City Sons. >May 14: Jimmy ~orge. Th~ 
Stoarers. Celtic City Sons; Feeding Llk~ Bunufll~s. 
Com111(1C1cft (870 Granville Mall, 681 - 7838): 
>War 12: ~ Stol~ My ~.Things of Ston~ and 
\\bod, Th~ Harvestus. Clouds, hop!~ Playing 
Music. >War 13: Th~ Hanson Brochtts, Huevos 
lbncheros, What Chids, lOnkhog. >May 14: Th~ 
Tea Party. Young Soints, Mushroom Tc.n. 
Gncel.md (1250 Richards, 688-2648): >May 12: 
Malin, Rev., Th~ Shad=alcus, Alaric, Ngoma, 
1ttvoc Hurst, Holly McNarlund, Mo Field, Tony 
Chong Dan~ Coll~.e. G.P.P. >May 13: Pure, Ri~. 
Acid~. Pull. 
Hard Rock ~t (364 Watu, Gastown, 684-
1968): >May 12: Tongu~. Dal DU-Vog. Bruc~ 
Coughlan, Jazzbttry Ram. >May 13: Big Hou~. 
Age of El~ic, }acid~ Brown, Subrosa. >May 14: 
Rev., Th~ Charms, The Flu, Too Many Cooks, Eye 
Levd Box. >May IS: Un~up In Paris, The Rain 
ChUdrw, Spirits & Troins, Rattled Roosters. 
Howden H.ill: >May 14: Rascalz, J::oda, Cdlar 
Dwellars, liassic Instinct, Fara, All About Us. 
Hungry Eye (23 W. Cordova, 688-53S I): >May 
12: Lazy Susan, Uquid Bonedanc~. Slowburn, Th~ 
Sweat~rs. >May 13, Unci~ Squirrely. The R~al 
McJCenzi~. Hard Rock Min=.Turor ofTinyTown. 
>May 14:Th~ Pl~ure Elit~. Forbidden Dimension, 
Chang~ ofH=t, Running With Scissors. >May IS: 
On~ F= Fall, Redsugar. Pigfarm, Tickl~ Trunk. 
Lunatic Fringe (315 E. Broadway, 876-7003): 
>May 12: Noiu Th~rapy. Albw Fayth, Clayfac~. 
Pac~bo, Neros Rome, Rotorcloud, Opium 
Unduground, Cdbr of th~ Sun. >May 13: Brave 
N~ V>brld, Epsilon J::not, Th~ R~~bl~. Soul 
Shalcer, Butchushop Quart~t. D.D.T., Midnight 
Ja~bels, Tokdo S~way. >May 14: Specula Black, 
Zen, Mastu Cool Speed, Jui~ Monkeys, Abandoned 
Youth, Rusty N.Us. Tongu~. Sandbox. 
Lux'l'bealre (57 E. Hastings, 682-S4SS): >May 13: 
Pansy Division, Jim Currie. Alaric, Fifth Column, 
MoField, Tick!~ Trunk. >May 14: ForgottenR~bels. 
S~xWith Nixon, Whit~ Trash ~butant~. BifNued, 
The McRacltins. >May IS: Waiting For God, Malin, 
Daytona, Clouds, SPM. 
Mars Club: >May 12: Fara, Koda, Corey D., JuJu, 
Passional~ Pilgrim. >May 13 : Alpha, Mark 
Hasselbach, Malcia, Activate, Dobb & Dumel•. 
Th~ Max (1176 Granville Mall, 688-6571) : >May 
13: Slow burn, Red Autumn Fall, Hardship Post, 
Thrush Httmit, Bite. >May It: 12 E~. Th~ NUs, 
Ten Days Late, Th~ Vinaig~n~. 
Th~ M~s (12 W.ttt St, Gutown) : >May 13 : Soul 
Crib, G.P.P., J::arl Roth & th~ Hot Too. >May 14: 
Huevos Ranchuos, ~ tnttas. 
Plaza of Nations: >May 14: NoM~ No, Cadillac 
Tramps, lOnkhog, Malhmx, Facepull~r. Myst~ 
Machine, Huevos Ranch~. Chlxdigg!t, Brand N~ 
Unit. >May IS : NOFX, SNFU, Fifth Column, 
Forgottw R~bels, Hardship Post, Monster Voodoo 
Machine, J::ing Cobb St~e. Big Gulp. 
Roilway Club (S79 Dunsmuir, 681-1625) : >May 
12: Touch and Go's, Nowh~ Blossoms, Ford Pia. 
>May 13 : H~rald Nix, Coal, V~da Hill~. Th~ 
Gravelberri~s. >May 14: Triple Joy, Mojo Nixon, 
Moscow fish, MoField >May IS: Rachel Pag~ & 
Swingfollt. Poetic justice, Babe Gurr. 
Rio Rio (102 w.ru, Gutown, 685-1144): >May 
12-14: Los Humanos Rom~Y La Clm: Orch~tra. 
Spinningw.hffi (210 Carrall, 681-2814) : >May 12: 
Col~ W~. Rocky Swanson, Crossrood Angels, 
Ray O'Toole. Fl"" on a String. Joe Charron. >May 
13: The Olson Bros. Band, }ennifa Gibson, Brent 
Lee, Curtis Bbyne, Ida R~d . >May 14: Verna 
Charlton, Ronni~ Baran. Rick Tip~. NoWay Home, 
Rhod~&Marshall , CurtisGmnbo. >May IS: Kenny 
H~s. Lyndia Scott, Erilc Johnson, JCm McCoy. 
Starfish Room (1005 Homa, 682:4171): >May 12: 
J::ing Cobb St~~. S~ Buggy. The Dark~st of ihe 
Hillsid~ Thickeis, Fin~ Tooth Combine. >May 13 : 
Monsta Voodoo Machin~ .. Malhavoc, Malin, The 
Lov~d On~. >May 14: Boil~d In Lead, Ashley 
Mcisaac, Acoustically Inclined, M~gan Metcalf~. 
>May IS: All-Star Guitar, Rill: Emm~tt, Doug 
Norquay. · 
Tallcing Stick (221 Carrall, 683-669S): >May 13: 
Acoustically Inclined, Imaginary Hea~. Gloria 
Blizzard, Daielle French, Acb.m & Kris. >May 14: 
Yellow Belly, Holly McNarlund, Bam.nafish, Picasso's 
Ufe, Gwen Holt. 
Town Pump (66 W.ta St., 683-6695): >May 12: 
Th~ Low~t of th~ Low, Chang~ of H=t, Pigfarm, 
Sour Landslid~. >May 13: The Low~t of th~ Low, 
Cadilbc Tramps, Chary Poppin' Daddi~. Nancy 
Wrisla, Sour Landslid~. >May 14: Th~ Lowest of 
th~ Low, Black Ey~ Budda, Dear God, Hoppy Man, 
RorschachT~t. >May IS :CadillacTtamps,Sa with 
Nixon. Whit~ Trash ~butantes, Chlxdiggit. 
UnlaJm (770 Pacific Blvd South, 683-4454): >May 
13: Two Trains, Rumplest~elskin, Th~ Spirit 
Muchants,Yellow Bdly. >May 14: Rumpl~tffiskln, 
Th~ Spirit Muchants, Uar's Oub, Th~ Papuboys. 
>May I 5: Th~ S~tas. th~ Bushytoils. 
VogueTh~ ( 918 Granvii~St .. 257-620S) : >May 
12: Ali Farh Toure, Tommy Emmanuel, Ben Harpu. 
>May 13: 13 Engines, Rym~ with Orang~. Our 
Lady Pu~. The Morganfields >May 14: Yothu Yindi, 
Things of Stone and V>bod, Waskesu, Colin Hay 
>May IS: }ann Arden, Robyn Hitchcock, Pamda 
Morgan. 
Wl.S.E.H.ill (1882Adanac, 254-58S8): >May 13 : 
B.C. Salsa, Ancient Cultures. 
Yal~ (1300 Granville, 681-Yal~) >May 12-14: Ellen 
McDwoin~. 
Multi-fa~ted public and ttad~ uposltion of usu-
friwdly displays. clinics and high tech multi-media, 
featuring over 60 uhlbitors. May 14- IS, Vancou.er 
Trade and Convention Centre. '!Wo-cb.y pas~ S I 0 
plus tax~. > Student Day (aimed at seconcb.ry and 
post-=ondary students, this sampling of music 
industry ca~~rs covers the gamut from music 
lowym and journalists to symphony conductotS and 
popular songwriters; hosted by MuchMwic Vttjay 
Kim Clarke Champniss) May 13, 9am-4pm > 
Malcins an Independant CD (with RDR 
Promoc1on1) May 14, IOam-Spm>'IbaowDolby, 
May 14, 10:30am>BoldaHunter,May 14,10:30 
am > Dom Pamuluo May 14, noon > 'lbmmy 
l!mmanuel May 14, 1:30pm > Ellen Mcilwaine, 
May 14, 3 pm >Chad Smllh, May 14, 3 pm Robson 
Sq~ Confuwc~ Centre > Th~ Residents Fruit 
Show, May IS, !0:30am, !2:30pm, 3:30pm> lUlt 
Emmett, May IS, II :lOam> ]ennlfer Balt9, May 
15, noon and 3prn >Seymour Duncan, May IS, 
2pm > Clwl1e Quintana, May I 5, I :30pm > liq 
l:eyboard Oink:, May IS, 3prn. 
Simon B. Cotter. comedian. pre-
sented by the Douglas College Student 
Society. 4:30pm. May 17. Emceed by 
Other Press A&E guy. Jason l"urylo. 
Douglas College Children's 
Choir, "A Place For Us," including 
WQ)tzing M4tilda, Okl4homa. A Whole New 
muLl. May 18, 7:lo pin at the Doug-
las College Performing Arts Theatre. 
Information, SJS-8 609. 
Tri-College Art Exhibit, A 
group exhibit of student works from 
~ilano, Kwmtlen, and Langara Col-
leges. at the Amelia Douglas Gallery, 
]lme 3 -]lily 16. 
Vancouver Youth Theatre. F.sL 
Play. May 31 at the Douglas College 
Performing Arts Theatre. 
Performance WOrks Theatre 
(Gr.mville Island, 121S Cartwright): 
Wmnipeg's Primus Theatre Company: 
May 12, 19, 20, ll:TheNightRoom. 
May 13,14,17,18:Aldoremmi.Res-
ervations, 255-0016 
The Fabulous Commodore 
(870 Granville Mall): May 11: Music 
¥kst KickoffPuty. feeatUring She Stole 
My Beer, The Harvesters, People Play-
ing Music, Things of Stone and \\bod. 
May 13: Hockey Night at the Com-
modore.featuringThe Hanson 1\roth-
ers, -Huevos Rancberost lit.nkbog, 
Wheat Chiefs. May 14: The Tea Patty. 
Young Saints, Mushroom'lia.ll. May 20: 
Real MclCenzies, The Harvestets, The 
HardrockMiners.]une 3: Buffalo 'rom, 
Rose Chronicles. ~dder Rose. June 
t 0: Spirit of the~. · 
Utopia llmited, staged by the 
Fraser Valley Gilbert and Sullivan 
Sodety.at the Surrey Arts Centre Thea-
tre, 88th and Iing George Rwy. 8 pm, 
May 26-June 4. 2 pm matinee on May 
29. Information, call 596-15 IS. 
Lotsa stuff' at the lWlway Club 
(579 Dunsmuir Street): May 12: Touch 
& Go, Nowhere Blossoms, Bum Ford 
Pier.. May 13: Herald NiX, Coal, Veda 
Hille, GravelberrieS.May 14: Triple Joy. 
Mojo Nixon. Moscow Fish, Mo Field. 
May 15: Rachel Page, Positively 
Stompin', Poetic Justice; and Babe Gurr 
&nd. May 16: Reading IWlroad.lea-
turing Joan Haggerty; Margaret Dyment, 
Jay Ruzesky, Lynn Kellman. May '17: 
Ripe. Jailbreakers May 18: Ripe, The 
Morgan fields, Celtic City Sons. May 19: 
Celtic City Sons + Carl Roth. May 20: 
Happy Man May 21: Change of Heart. 
May 12: Oint .Eastwood Night. May 23-
24: The Spirit Merchants. May 25-26: 
Rumplesteelskin. Knock Down Ginger. 
May 27-28: Bacblley John, Acoustic 
Blues. May 29: John Waters Nght May 
30: Sandy Scofield. May-31: GmlsWith 
Guitars, featuring Sandy Scofield, Kathy 
O'Neil, Me andAttotherWoman, Jantne 
Bracewell, Tid:letrunk. june 1-2: In-
somniacs & Lounge Punks. June 3-4: 
The Croontoons. June 5: More Arnold. 
June 6: Paisley Suitcase. June 7: Circus 
in Flames, Sheet Metal C<~untry; June 8-
9: The Grabby Oaks Group. June 10~ 
11: Peter Honeycrunch & The Zealots. 
Junetl: British TV Comedy. June 13: 
Atomic lmprov. june 14: The Diggers. 
June 15: linda. Kidder & Bruce Miller. 
June 16-18; Sweet Dick. June 19: 
Freab Night. June lO: Reading Rail-
road, featuring tb.a. June ll ~ ~tthew 
Good. June 11: Active Pass. June 23-
25: Carmaig DeForest. June 16: Mon-
sters From the SO's. June 27: Escape 
Go~. June 28: Gmls With Guitars. 
June29: Zumpano. June 30: Babe Gurr 
Band. 
Plenty o' memes at the Ridge Theatre 
(3131 Arbutus' Street): May 13-15: 
Spike & Mike's ot1ginal1994 Festival 
of Anil:nation, 7;30 & 9:45. May 16-
17: What's Eating Gilbert Grape, 7: 1 S, 
Reality Bites, 9:45. May 18-19: ]amon, 
Jamon, 7:30, Delicatessen, 9:25. May 
20-22; Spike& Mike's Festival of Ani-
mation, 7:30 & 9:45. May 23-24: Mrs. 
Doubtfue, 7:00, TheHudsucker Proxy. 
9:25. May 25-26: 32 Short Films 
About Glenn Gould, 7:30, Zero Pa-
tience, 9:2S, May 27-June 2: The War 
Room, 7:30 ,Aileen Wuornos:The Sell-
ing of a Serial KilJer, 9:30.]une 3-5: 
In theNameoftheFather. 7:00, Phila-
delphia. 9:30. June 6-7: Stilingrad, 
7:00 & 9:35. 
The Starfish Room (1055 
Homer Street): Ma.y 20: 
Outercourse.May 21: Slowburn, The 
Morganfields, Ripe. May 28: SNFU, 
Offspring, Strain. 
Performance Works Theatre 
(Granvillelsland, 1218 Cartwright): 
Winnipeg's PRIMUSTb.eatre Company 
in two shows. May 12, 19, 20, 21: 
TheNightRoomMay13,14,17,18: 
Allcorernml 
-J?orafull 
·Music West 
schedule, check out 
cJ'age 8. Jfow. 
Do vOu have any 
suggestions for the 
Other Press? 
If there1S paper not for that 
anything suck. Let us matter ... So, 
you 1d like to know how 
. g1ve us a 
see, or not I d • I were o1n ... raspberry or 
see, in future Please. buy us a 
issues, please . We canlt drink, in 
let us know. improve if we Room 1020. 
We1re don1t know 525-3542. 
continously what we1re The Other 
· trying to doin1 wrong ... Press. 
make the Or doin1 right, Yeah. 
Holly Keyes 
and Jason 
Kurylo bth 
agree ... Go 
see The 
Night Room, 
at Granville 
Island's 
Performance 
Works 
· Theatre. 
& -- PRESENTS 
WFSf KICK-OFF 
Staning • SHE STOLE MY BEER • 
• THE HARVESTERS • PEOPLE PlAYING MUSIC • 
From Australia THINGS OF STONE AND WOOD • 
Thursday, May 12 • Doors 8:30pm 
& ~ PRES.ENTS MUSIC WEST 
STARRING CAPITOUEMI RECORDING ARTISTS 
Tl}E TEll PfiHIT 
with special guests 
YOUNG SAINTS e MUSHROOM TRAIL 
SATURDAY, MAY 14 • DOORS 8:30PM 
\ i r tori a I L1 \ II o I ida\ \\ n · k l' 11 d I' RIlL\\ \I' [( : I.\ I. 
. . 
REAL McKENZIES • HARVESTERS 
HARDROCK MINERS 
FRJJ)J\.V MAY 20 DOOI{Sl-L~OI'\1 
Buffalo Tom ~Rose Chronicles 
with special guests 
Madder Rose 
FRIDAY JUNE 3 
• 
.~ 
10 
GIVE UNTO ME 
I am not a person 
selfish enough to know the limits 
of my fears 
sorrows 
and not give that to others. 
I know the emptiness that everyone 
must challenge. 
I am one who functions sufficiently 
alone 
but cannot allow others to do just that. 
Those who know me can say 
that I cherish the few 
who stand by my banner. 
For those 
I would unravel the knotted mysteries 
of existence 
to allow them piece of mind and soul. 
..... ·-
give unto me 
those confusions 
so that I may steal the brightest, dying star 
to shed light upon your way 
give unto me 
Uwse beasts who plague your 
peaceful slumber 
and I will keep them at bay 
so you may sleep in the safety 
of warm arms 
give unto me 
your hate 
so that I may mould it like ugly 
black clay 
into a wondrous statue of passion 
give unto me 
your love 
for me to die 
in unselfish splendour, 
in the remembrance 
and honour of those 
I call my friends 
By: Jeremiah John Garcia 
Other Press 
Cfhe Search .ft'or Serenity 
J low many times do /look in his eyes 
and see the innocence of youth, 
before he SPnses the world of lies? 
Where are the joys ofbeing young? 
JTal?e they been lost to adult games? 
'fhe songs allgone,forgotten, unsung. 
What awful deeds could he haDe done 
to bring about this dreadful curse, 
and shade with clouds, a little boy's sun? 
Where is the blame or reason? 
Js it with me or a master plan 
that a child suffers such treason? 
by: SylDia 1\.obertson 
You·r~ alway:s on my mind 
hlttl~ thing:s you :say 
~p~cizll thing:s you do 
Til~ :sparkl~ in your ~~:s 
~o full of Iii~ 
Your :sw~~t :smil~ 
~ay:s :so much 
Your t~a:sing touch 
~o warm and tru~ 
You·r~ ev~rything to m~. 
by: 1\onni~ Hain:s 
May 13, 199 
'The fire god dances in a star lit sky. 
Vuring the still of a full moon, 
night at the heart of a winter solstice 
'[ wo monks stand in a stone circle 
and fight or;er a sacrificial lamb 
in a desperate tug of war 
ifJattling for the prize, 
at the cost of the other's life. 
'The battle washes back and forth, 
one winning as the other screams in pair 
One side then the other, 
uncaringfor his brothers agony. 
Vesiring only his own r;ictory. 
'The lamb feels both warriors: 
'The pain and the pride. 
If one wins, so does she. 
If either dies so will the lamb. 
Yahweh and 3atan or 
the Yin and the Yang. 
'They are; 
Viscipline and desire. 
Warring for a soul , 
find all of the abor;e 
is me. 
Josef Chung 
I Vil.;VJC 80Mc'l1M. 
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classified ads classified ads classified ads classified ads classified ads classified ads classified ads 
Cars for sale 
FOR SALE 1975 Toyota 
-Corolla . 2 Door I Automatic I 
Air cared on Jan '94. Good 
mechanical condition I 
some rust. $1000 abo. Call 
465-8754 evenings; or leave 
message at 527-5154 
'57 Chevy Excellent interior, 
no body rust running 
condition . Please leave a 
message for Ben at the OP 
office at 525-3505. $4000. 
o.b.o. 
'81 Granada. 4-door, 6-
cylinder, running condition. 
Living near Skytrain and 
don't feel upkeep expenses 
are justified. $500 o.b.o. Call 
Dug at 524-5918. 
USED CAR for sale! 1983 
Toyota Tercel, red, 2-door 
automatic, radio, cassette 
player. Good condition, 
$1650. Please contact 
Mitsuko at 437-3599 or 
leave a message. 
Education 
Douglas College Environ-
mental Action Group -> If 
you are interested in joining 
an environment club, please 
call Casey Stanley at 936-
6209 
The Homework Center 
needs a Math I Sciences 
tutor immediately for their 
Maple Ridge I Pitt Meadows 
centers. please call 467-
5519 or 941-8203 
TYPING TERM PAPERS 
Resumes, Copy-editing, 
Laser Printing. Fast turn 
around. Reas. prices. 
Copies, Fax Mail box rentals. 
MAIL & TYPE, 9632 
Camero"n (Lougheed Mall) 
420-6245. 
TUTOR: Mathematics 
(Calculus). Physics, and 
Computer Programming. 
High School, college and 
university levels. Few years 
of tutoring experience. 
About $18 an hour. Call 431-
9736 or 650-7024. (mes-
sages) 
~S IT YOUR ESSAY, or is it 
art? Only your prof knows 
for sure. Call that Printing 
Place for a snazzy rendering 
of your favorite essay. We 
type, we typeset, we print, 
we deliver. You can also call 
us to fulfill your brochure 
and poster needs. Sorry we 
don't do windows. Call 432-
1461. 
KARATE CLASSES at 
Douglas College. Tues. and 
Thurs., 7:00-8:30. Men and 
women in and out of shape. 
Phone 584-0627 to register. 
Personal 
Thinking about tree plant-
ing? Large income possibili-
ties. 244-6924 
Cash F. 
Box 84509 
11962 - 88th ave. Delta 
V4C 6PO 
FOR SALE : >Cortez Peters 
Championship Typing Drills 
plus disk $25.00 >Business 
Communications (Canaidian 
Edition) $30.00 > 1979 OLDS 
Regency fully loaded (Air, 
Electric windows and locks, 
Cruise) Good travel car. 
$700.00. If interested please 
call Corene at 522-1200. 
Summer Jobs No Experi-
ence Necessary. Vehicle an 
asset but not a necessity. 
·Crew cheif $8 per hour. 
Painter $7 per hour. Call 
Helmer at 228-0317 
Volunteers needed for the 
Vancouver Rape Relief & 
Women's Shelter. For more 
information and/or training 
interview call 872-8212. 
The Burnaby Volunteer 
Center has the following 
positions available: 
•companion 
• sewer 
• driver 
• supervisor 
• host 
For info call 294-5533 
WANTED Dog loving 
roommates with low main-
tenance lifestyle to share 
four bedroom home with 
like minded individuals. Red 
necked and posers need not 
apply! Close to Douglas and 
Skytrain. Please phone Craig 
or Matt at 521-1951 if 
interested. 
Brand new ski rack (lock-
able) -for rain guttered cars -
$90.00 
call Chris at 594-8379 
Original band seeking 
singer who can hit notes 
and carry a melody. Need 
not have experience. 
MUSICAL STYLE: our own ... 
sort of .. . grunge\ main-
stream \ sort of rock. Kem 
939-2082. 
GUITARIST looking for 
players for a band who are 
into heavy alternative music. 
Fun is the major motive. 
What else? Who knows? 
influences NIN, KMFDM, 
FMN, White Zombie. Call 
Renata 594-4641 
Queen's Avenue United 
Church is recruiting mem-
bers for the Senior Choir. A 
broad variety of styles and 
composers is e~lored . 
Rehearsals Thursday nights, 
7:30-9:00 pm. Sunday 
service at 10:30 am each 
week. Call 522-1606 and 
leave a message for music 
director Madelene Klassen. 
WANTED: we pay cash for 
tools, furniture, antiques, 
stereos, and miscellaneous 
items. call Jeff at 942-4057 
or Derek at 526-4818. 
SWM, 21, seeks mature, 
worldly, intelligent woman 
for big-time fun and frolic. 
Serious replies only. No drug 
habits, please. box 1, 
classifieds. 
SNES system, 2 controllers, 
1 game (NHL '94), $100 firm . 
Call Tim @ 325-2904 
Snookums loves woogies. 
We all know, we've all seen. 
my life has wanted to turn 
green. See you cycling to 
hell. 
ENG 101 text for sale. 
Vanderhague - Man 
Denscending: $3; Highway 
- Rez Sisters: $8; Besai & 
Kerr, eds. - NeWest Plays 
by Women: $12. Call 
Candice @ 525-3542. 
ENG 1 02 text wanted. "We" 
by Zamyatian. Call Candice 
@ 525-3542. 
Place an ad in the Other 
Press Classifieds section. 
You can't go wrong. It's free 
if you're a student or staff, 
or faculty. All you have to do 
is drop it by our officesor 
fax! Call 525-3542 for more 
info, or use our handy form. 
CLASSIFIED FORM 
·• students. staff. faculty- free • for- profit businesses- $1 a line • 
• first three words balded free • extra balds or italicizing 25¢ each • 
put your -ad here 
name _________ phone# ___ student# __ _ 
authorization 
• c/o classified. other press. box 2503. new west. be v31 5b2 • fax 527 - 5095 • 
A Great Place to Wind Up 
Before or After the Game 
50- 8th STREET 
NEW WESTI"IINSTER, B.C. 
V3M 3N8 
PHONE: 524-9788 
FAX: 524-4983 
~Ve go to great lengths. 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee 
yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this 
fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, Challenge '94, 
the government of Canada's summer employment program 
for students, is offering loans of up to $3,000 to help 
you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Federal 
Business Development Bank, Canada Employment 
06o~·­reasourcn hurMinea Canact. 
Centres, Canada Employment Centres for Students, any 
branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank 
of Canada. 
Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what 
we can do about putting you to work for someone you 
really like. You. 
Call toll-free: 
1800361-2126. 
8ANQUE 
NATIONALE 
!:fil ROYAL BANK 
8 BANQUE ROYALE 
Canada 
-
.. 
SETTLING DO\NN 
IS SOMETHING THAT 
HAPPENS. 
TYPICALLY AROUND 
3:00A.M. 
E A R N I T. 5 P .E N D I T. E N .J 0 Y I T. 
Don't expect to be home early driving a way, the highway, and perhaps a road with province . And when you finally park yourself 
new Volkswagen Golf. The optional 10- lots of sharp curves. But make sure there 's a in bed iust as the sun's coming up, the anti -
year/160,000 km powertrain warranty and passing lane so you can fully appreciate the theft alarm system will ensure that your Golf 
starting price of $13,095 *will give you other low-end torque of the motronic-tuned engine gets a good day's sleep . . Actually, it only · 
/ 
ideas. With its MacPherson strut independent and track-correcting rear axle. Maybe you 
I 
settles down because you have to. Or do you? 
front suspension, you11 want to take the long shouldn't go home. Go visit friends in another 
E N G I N E E R E D F 0 R l I F E. 
Price i• ba•ed on MSRP for 2-door Cl model with a 1.8litre engine and 5-•peed manual tran•mi.,ion. Option• and taxe• extra. Dealer may •ell for le ... GTI model •hown priced at $17,595. 
-
·. 
